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Let (Q, Z, $, o~) be a finite-state automaton with input-output alphabet 27. 
Let 27+ be the free semigroup generated by 27 and X N be the set of all infinite 
sequences of elements of 2J. Rayna (1974) Inform. Contr. 24 calls a sequence 
x e 27N complete if and only if every A c Z+ is contained in x. Huffman (1959) 
IRE Trans. Circuit Theory Suppl. CT-6 calls a finite-state automaton informa- 
tion-lossless iff there exist no two states q, and q, and no two different equal- 
length input blocks A, B e Z + and an output block C e Z+ such that $(q,, A) = 
q, = $(q~, B) and ~o(q i , A) = C = ~o(q~, B). Gordon (1976) Inform Contr. 32 
calls a degree of finite-state transformability complete iff it contains a complete 
sequence. In that paper the properties of an information-lossless finite-state 
automaton are studied when a complete sequence is the input. In this paper 
we use the properties discovered by Gordon (1976) to study the set U[x] of 
upper bounds for a complete degree of finite-state transformability. The main 
result states that, for any two complete degrees [x] and [y], we have U[x] is order- 
isomorphic to U[y]. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fol lowing the appearance of Huf fman's  paper in 1959 on information-lossless 
finite-state automata, many subsequent papers have been devoted to the study 
of such automata. At the same t ime many papers have been devoted to the study 
of the response of a finite-state automaton to a finite input sequence under 
varying conditions. (See, for example, Even, 1965; Kambayashi  and Yajima, 
1971; Speransky, 1972, 1974.) Only a few papers have studied the response of a 
f inite-state automata to the input of an infinite sequence of characters from its 
input alphabet. (See Rabin, 1972.) To  our knowledge only Gordon's  paper 
(1976) has studied the response of an information-lossless finite-state automaton 
to an infinite sequence- -and  this for complete sequences only. In  this paper 
we use the results obtained in Gordon (1976) to study the partial ordering 
defined by Rayna (1974) on degrees of finite-state transformabil ity. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
A finite 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Unless 
state automaton is a four-tuple S = (Qs,  Zs ,  ~s, Ws) where 
Qs is a finite set of states, 
Xs is a finite alphabet, 
Ss : Qs N Xs -+ Qs is the next-state function, 
~°s : Qs x X s --+ Xs is the output function. 
several automata S, T,... are under consideration, the identifying 
subscript is not used. The domains of 8 and co are Q × X so that we are always 
considering completely specified finite-state automata. The elements of Z are 
denoted by lower case Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet. I f  Z* 
is the free monoid generated by X, the elements of X*, called blocks, will be 
denoted by upper case Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet. The 
empty block is denoted by A. I f  A a X*, we let [ A ] denote the length A. We let 
E + = E - -  {A}. Infinite sequences of elements from E are denoted by lower case 
Lat in letters from the end of the alphabet. The set of all such sequences will be 
denoted by X N. (In general, N denotes the set {0, 1, 2,...}). 
We extend 8 to a function 8*: Q x E* -+ Q and w to a function oJ*: Q × 27* -+ 
27+ in the usual way. We follow convention and drop the asterisk from S*, using 
the same symbol 3 to denote the next-state function and its extension. A similar 
convention holds for the output function co. 
We also extend co to Q × Z N in the natural way. To be precise, let qo be a state 
of S. I f  x = {as : n e N} and y = {b n : n e N} are elements of Z N, we write 
~(q0, x) = y 
if and only if, for each n E N, we have 
(i) q,+l = 3(qn, as), 
(ii) b, = w(q, ,  as). 
We also say that the sequence x = {% : n c N} is complete if and only if for 
each B = b 1 --- bk ~ 27", there is an m ~ N such that a~+~ = bi for i = 1,..., k. 
Let k be a positive integer. The integrally positioned k-blocks of x are the blocks 
ask "" a~+(k-1) for n ~ N. Clearly x is a complete sequence if and only if, for 
any positive integer k, every k-block appears infinitely often as an integrally 
positioned k-block. 
Let x and y be sequences. Rayna (1974) defines x to be equivalent to y if and 
only if there exist automata S and S',  states % ~ Qs and qo E Qs" and blocks 
A ~ 27s ~and A '  ~ Zs*, such that 
(i) ws(qo , x) = Ay, 
(ii) ~s,(q'o ,y) = A'  x. 
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This relation is easily seen to be an equivalence relation and the equivalence 
class of x, denoted by Ix], is called a "degree of finite-state transformability." 
Rayna then defined a partial ordering on the collection of such degrees: Ix] > [y] 
if and only if there are a finite automaton S, a state q~ Qs, and an A ~ 27" 
such that oJ(qo, x) = Ay. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Discussion and proofs of many of the following concepts can be found in 
Gordon (1976). The principle result from that paper is stated as the next 
theorem. 
THEOm~a 2.1. Let S = (Q,X,~,w) be a strongly connected finite-state 
automaton. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) S is complete. 
(b) There are a state qo E Q and a complete sequence x such that w(qo, x) 
is complete. 
(c) For any sequence y there exist a state qo ~ Q and a sequence y' such that 
~o(qo , y ' )  = y .  
(d) There do not exist distinct elements A, B ~ X + and a state qo ~ Q such 
that 
(i) ~(qo, A) = ~(qo, B), 
(ii) 3(qo, A) = b(qo, B). 
(e) For each qo ~ Q s is qF-injective from qo . 
Let x be a complete sequence. The degree Ix] of x is called a complete degree 
of finite-state transformability. I f d is a positive integer, denote by x (a> the 
sequence obtained by truncating the initial d-segment from x. We denote the 
set {[y]: [y] ~> [x]} by U[x]. I f  S is a complete automaton, let U(S, x) = 
{y: there is a q +Qs with Cos(q,y ) -= x} and let U[S, x] = {[y]:y e U(S, x)} 
This latter set is called the degree-level of S over x. 
In the next section we investigate the nature of U(S, x) and U[S, x]. We use 
the results obtained there to prove that U[x] is order-isomorphic to U[y] for 
complete sequences x and y. 
3. PROPERTIES OF U(S, X) AND U[S, x] 
In order to study the degree-level of an automaton S over the given degree [x], 
we introduce the notion of "ultimately equal" sequences. It turns out that this 
notion is "nicely" related to the concept of a degree of finite-state trans- 
formability. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let x = {a~ : n E N} and y = {b~ : n ~ N} be two se- 
quences. We say x is ult imately equal to y if and only if there is an integer N 
such that for all n /> N a~ = b n . 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a minimal complete finite automaton with n states, and 
x be a complete sequence. I f for each i = 1 ..... k there exist a sequence x i and a state 
s i of S such that 
(i) no two of the x i are ultimately equal, and 
(ii) for each i = 1,..., k, ~,(si , xi) = x, 
then for any sequence y and for each i = 1 .... , k there exist a sequence Yi and a 
state s~ of S such that 
(iii) no two of the Yi are ultimately equal, and 
(iv) for each i = 1,..., k, co(s;, Yi) = Y. 
Proof. For each n ~ N + let A~ be the initial n-block ofy.  Since x is complete, 
As  appears infinitely often among the n-blocks of x. Choose occurrences of 
A 1 , A 2 ,... in x such that for each n the selected occurrence of A~+ 1 in x follows 
that of A~ in x without overlap. Let s~ ~, B ,  i be the state of S and the n-block 
of x i which correspond to the chosen occurrence of A~,  i.e., COs(S,~i , B~ i) = A~ 
(see Fig. 1). 
1 1 s l  B 1 
s 1 x I Sn Bn n÷l  n+l  
B 2 s 2 x 2 S2n B2n S2n~l n+l  
1 l ill I 
k B k k B k 
Sn÷ 1 . . . .  1 '. s k x k Sn n n 4 1 
An An ~ 1 
I 
Fro. 1. Different inputs giving equal outputs. 
, ! -  
Now in the state sequence corresponding to x 1 some state s01 appears infinitely 
often as the first coordinate of the pairs in the indexed collection {(s~ 1, B~I): 
n ~ N}. Let N(1) be the set of indices n such that So 1 = s~ 1. Now N(1) is infinite, 
so the indexed collection {(s. ~, B~2): n E N(I)} is infinite. Hence some state s0 2 
appears infinitely often as a first coordinate of the pairs in {(s~ , B~) :  n ~ N(1)}. 
Let N(2) = {n ~ N(1): So 2 = s~}. Cont inuing by induction, we find an infinite 
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set N(k) and for each i = 1,..., k a state So i of S, such that for each i = 1,.:,, k 
So i = sn i for each n E N(k). Then for each i = 1,..., k the indexed collection 
{(So/, Bni)n ~ N(k)} L){(so/, A} forms a rooted tree with root (So i, h). For each 
i = 1 .... , k this rooted tree satisfies the hypothesis of K6nig's lemma (see 
(Kleene, 1967, p. 302)). Hence for each i = 1 ..... k there is an infinite rooted 
arc(s0 ~ Yi)  in the tree {(So/, Bn*): n ~ N(k)} tA {(So/, h)}. By construction 
~°s(So i, Yi) = Y. 
We need to show that no two of the Yi  are ultimately equal. Theorem 2.1 
tells us that at most one sequence fl'om any given starting state can yield a given 
complete sequence• Hence by showing that no two of the starting states Soi, 
i = 1,..., k are equal we eliminate one step in showing that no two of the Y i  
are ultimately equal. 
To show that no two of the states So i, i = 1,..., k, are equal, suppose, to the 
contrary, that for some pair of integers i and j with i ~ j we have So i = Sot. 
Then the blocks depicted below (see Fig. 2) with So i (=s0J) as init ial  and f ina l  
states would yield the same output. 
• " " i SiXi S~ Bin s~it~÷ 1 . . . s~ Bn,p 
I I I 1 'l 
n 0 
, 1 n÷P l  
A A1  A 
) t I ! " ' "  I ~P  [ 
Fio. 2. States So t and So s are different. 
Since S is a complete automaton, these blocks must be identical for all p.  
But this forces xi to be ult imately equal to x~, contradicting our hypothesis. 
So the states So i, i = 1,..., k, must be distinct. 
We now show that no two of the sequences Y i ,  i = 1,..., k, are ult imately 
equal. Suppose to the contrary that for some i and j with i ~ ] we have y,- 
ultimately equal to y j .  Let Yi  = axa~ "'" and y j  = bib 2 "". Then there is an 
integer M such that for all n >/M an = bn • Let Su i and SM ~ be the states in 
which S is left after the input of the initial M-block of Yi  and y¢ when S is 
started in sol and s j ,  respectively. We have two cases: 
(1) sM ~ :# sM ~ 
(2) SM i = Su j 
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Case (1). I f  SM i % SM j and since ylM) and y~M) are equal, we have, from 
Theorem 2.1, that some state ~M i is equivalent o some state ~M j. Since S is 
minimal, ~M i = ~ML So by choosing M larger than necessary, case (1) reduces 
to case (2) below. 
Case (2). Consider the diagram in (Fig. 3) where n >~ M. I f  SM i : SM j, 
then we would have Ws(SM i, Di) = COs(SM j, D~) for all p. Since S is complete, 
this means that x~ is ultimately equal to xj ,  contradicting the hypothesis. 
D. 
1 
x. s i s~ B i sg B i s~ B i n n~-I n+p 
s i s i 
M M 
D. 
J 
xj s~ I sj , . 1 I . . - .  I 
M s~ s~ s j M 
An An ~1 An~p 
1 I 1 ~ . . . .  I 
Fie. 3. States $M i and SM j equal gives a contradiction. 
I t  is obvious that the relation of being ultimately equal is an equivalence 
relation. The preceding theorem says that the number of ultimately equal 
classes greater than a given complete degree is independent of the class and is 
determined by the automaton S alone. Later we show a similar result for 
complete degrees and also show that this number of complete degrees determined 
by a given automaton S divides the number of ultimately equal classes deter- 
mined by S. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S and T be complete automata and x a complete sequence. 
I f  there exist Yl ~ U(T, x) and zl ~ U(S, x) such that [Yl] > [zl], then: 
(i) There exist an integer d and a complete automaton M such that S " M >/T  
delayed by d. 
(ii) For each y ~ U(T, x) there is a z E U(S, x) such that [y] >~ [z]. 
(iii) I f  [yd > [zd, then the automaton M of (i) is a nonequivalence and the 
degrees [y] and [z] of (ii) satisfy [y] > [z]. Furthermore, there do not exist 
y~ ~ U(T, x) and z~ ~ U(S, x) such that [Y'2] ~ [z'~]. 
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(iv) / f  [Yl] = [za], then the automaton M of (i) is equivalence and the 
degrees [y] and [z] of (ii) satisfy [y] = [z]. Then by symmetry we have the dual 
(ii') of (ii), namely, that for each z e U(S, x) there is a y ~ U(T, x) such that 
t t [y] = [z]. Furthermore, there do not exist a y~ c U(T, x) and a z 2 ~ U(S, x) 
such that [Y'2] > [z'2] or [Y'2] < [z~]. 
Proof. (i) Let Yl ~ U(T, x) and z 1 e U(S, x) such that [Ya] >/[zl]- Then 
t t there exist an automaton M',  a state m 0 of M,  and a block B' such that 
t / (too ,Yx) = B 'z l .  By Lemma 3.1 of Gordon (1976) there exist a strongly 
connected (complete) automaton M, a state too, and integers d 1 and d e with 
d 1 >/d  2 such that wM(mo, yllaP ) = Z~ ap. 
Since yl e U(T, x) there is a state t o of T such that ~or(to, y[ap) = x(aO 
Since z 1 e U(S, x), there is a state s o of S such that OJs(S0, z[ ap) = x(a2 ). Since 
d I >/de,  there is a block A eZ*  such that x(aP -= Ax(aP. Let d = d 1 -  d e 
and consider the identity automaton Ia of delay d. Then 
OOS.M((So , too), y~ap) = 
(a l )  
~Os(So , OJM(mo , y l  )) 
(as) x(a2) COs(So, Z 1 ) = 
o%(A, x (a~)) 
 ,T(to, 
o%.r((A, to), y~al)). 
Thus by Corollary 2.7 of Gordon (1976) S • M ~> T delayed by d. 
(ii) Let y ~ U(T, x). Then there is a state t of T such that CoT(t , y) = x. 
Since S • M >/ T delayed by d, there exist a state ~ of S, a state m of M, and 
a d-block B such that (~, m) = (B, t). Hence Bx =- oo14. T((B, t), y) = OJS.M((~, m), 
y) = COs(~ , eoM(m , y)). Let 2 = ~oM(m, y). Then Bx = Ws(~, 2). Thus there exist 
a d-block C and a complete sequence z such that 5 = Cz. Let s = 3s(g, C). 
Then clearly x :- OJs(S, z) and so z e U(S, x). Since ~oi(m, y) = Cz, we have 
[y] > [z]. 
(iii) I f  [Yl] > [zl], then M of (i) is clearly a nonequivalenee automaton 
and we must have [y] > [z]. Suppose now that there exist y~ e U(T, x) and 
z' 2 e U(S, x) such that [Y'2] < [z'2]. Then applying part (ii) to this pair, we find 
Y2 ~ U(T, x) such that [Y2] <~ [zl]. Now because [Yl] > [Zl], there exist a 
z 2 ~ U(S, x) such that [Y2] > [z2]- Continuing by induction, alternately applying 
part (ii) to [Yl] > [Zl] and then to [Y2] ~< [zl], we obtain an indexed collection 
of sequences {Yn : n ~ N +} and {zn : n e N +} such that 
[Yl] > [z~] > [Y2] > [z2] >~ "'" > [z,_~] >~ [y,] ..-. 
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Now for any complete automaton S and any complete sequence x U(S, x) is 
finite by Theorem 2.1. But the strict inequalities above indicate that the se- 
quence y~ and also zn must be distinct. This is a contradiction, so no such pair 
t t of sequences yz and z 2 exist. 
(iv) An argument similar to that in (iii) gives for [z'2] > [Y'2] a sequence 
of degrees 
..- < [z , ]  = [y~] < . .  < [zl] = [yd  
which yields a similar contradiction. The dual (ii') follows by simply reversing 
the roles of [y] and [z] and applying part (ii). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a complete automaton and x a complete sequence. 
Let y ~ U(T, x) and z e U(S, x) be such that [y] ~ [z]. Then U[S, x] ~- U[T, x]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S be a complete automaton and x a complete sequence. 
Let zx , z z ~ U( S, x). Then either 
(i) [zl] = [z~] or 
(ii) [zl] and [z~] are not comparable. 
Proof. Suppose [zl] > [zz]. Then applying the theorem with S = T, we 
obtain an indexed collection {zn : n ~ N} from U(S, x) such that [z~+l] < [z,] 
for each n. The finiteness of U(S, x) yields, for some N, that [ZN] < [)U], 
a contradiction. 
The preceding results permit us to order the collection of all degree-levels 
above a given sequence by using the partial ordering ~< on degrees of finite- 
state transformability. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let S and T be complete automata and z a complete 
sequence. I f  y E U(T, x) and z~ U(S, x) such that [y] > [z], then define 
U[T, x] > U[S, x]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S and T be complete automata nd x, x' complete sequences. 
(i) I f  U[S, x] < U[T, x], then U[S, x'] < U[T, x']; 
(ii) /f U[S, x] = U[T, x], then U[S, x'] = U[T, x']; 
(iii) if U[S, x] is not comparable to U[T, x], then U[S, x'] is not comparable 
to U[T, x']. 
Proof. I f  U[S, x] < U[T, x], then there are sequences y e U(T, x) and 
z a U(S, x) such that [y] > [z]. Then by Theorem 3.2 there exist an integer 
d and a nonequivalence complete automaton M such that S • M >~ T delayed 
by d. Let y' ~ U(T, x'). There is a state t o of T such that wT(t0,y') ~ X'. 
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Since S • M >/ T delayed by d, there are states s o of S, m o of M,  and B of I a 
such that 
OJs.u((S o , mo), y ' )  = ¢Ola.r((B , to) , y ' )  = Bx'.  
t t 
Let  OJM(mO, y') = Az ' ,  where I A i = d and let s o = 8s(So, A) .  Then ms(So, z') 
= x'. Since M is a nonequivalence automaton, [y ' ]  > [z'] and we have 
U[T, x'] > U[S, x']. The proof of (ii) is similar, and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let S be a (strongly connected) complete automaton and let 
x, x' be complete sequences. Suppose for each i = 1 ..... p there are a sequence z i  
and a state s i such that 
(i) no two are ultimately equal, 
(ii) for  each i = 1,..., p and each j = 1,..., p zi  is equivalent o zi , 
(iii) oJ(Si , zi) : -  x. 
Then, for any sequence z~ and state s' 1 such that oJ(s~ , z',) =- x', we can f ind for 
each i = 1,..., p a sequence z'  i and a state s~ such that 
(iv) no two are ultimately equal, 
(v) for  each i = 1,..., p and each j = 1,..., p, z~ is equivalent o zj , 
(vi) ~o(s',, z',) = x'. 
Proof. Since zi is equivalent o zi+l for i = 1,. . . ,p - -  1, by Lemma 3.1 of 
Gordon (1976), we can f ind a (strongly connected) complete initial ized auto- 
t *t t It 
maton (M* ,  mi) and integers d i , d i such that d i > d i and ~oi(m i , *'i~(a:)~, J = z +,.(a") 
l It I II Since d~ >/d i ,  there is a block Bi of length d i = d~ - -  d i such that ¢oi(m i ~(a'h , "~ i  ~1 ~-  
Bi z(ap Let  d = max{d/}. Then  for each i = 1,..., p - -  1 we have the commuta-  
i+I" 
(d) M. (d) 
Z 1 r B I  z 
i 
i i+1 
FIG. 4. 
(d) 
X 
A'. x (d) Idi  l 
The composition of Mi and S compared to the composition of S and Id i . 
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p t . _~_ p - -1  tive diagram (Fig.  4), where IA¢I = IBe] =d i  Let di =d ~=ld~.  
Then for i = 1, . . . ,p  - -  l ,  we can rewrite the above diagram as in Fig. 5. 
Now the-right hand side of the commutative diagram for i is the same as 
the left hand side of the diagram i + 1, so these diagrams can be adjoined to 
obtain the diagram in Fig. 6. 
zi (8i) M. (di+ 1) 
! ) Z 
i~l 
x(di) 
Idi ~di+l) 
) 
FIG. 5. The composition of M, and S compared to the composition of S and Idi after 
a delay of d,. 
(al) MI - 
Zl ' z(2d2 ) 
x(aO - - !d l  , (~i2) 
X 
M2 
Mi_ 1 (di) Mi (di4) z. Zi~l 
1 
l 
' (d i  ) ldi ' x (di÷l) 
Mill 
°°°  
FIG. 6. 
Mp_2 (~p 1 ) (d) Mp 1 Zp 
' ip-1 
s l  s 
I 
, x(ci p_l) d p  1~ x(d) 
Commutative diagram for a sequence of compositions. 
643/4o12-6 
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Consider now that portion of the commutative diagram in Fig. 6 for each 
i, j such  that 0 ~ i+ 1 ~ j~p- -1  (see Fig. 7). 
Mi  , (it]+~ Mid .. Mj-I , (t]j) z (di) ÷D ' " 
i z .  
x (di)- Idi ~ x(did) Id id  ~" " " ldj-1 
FIG. 7. The composition of M j - I  ,..., M~. 
 xdj) 
i 
Now the composition M:_ 1 o ... o Mi need not be strongly connected. How- 
ever, if d had been chosen large enough originally, then the strongly connected 
subautomaton Tij of this composition would have been entered by the time 
the dth entry of zi would be the input. Since the number of automata Mi is 
finite, then the number of the Tij is finite, so that a uniform choice of d is 
possible: That is, we can assume that d is so large,that by the time the dth entry 
of any z i is reached, T i j  has been entered for each i;j, where 0 ~< i + 1 ~< 
j ~< p -- 1. Note that Tii+l = Mi ,  and that for each i , j  where 0 ~< i + 1 ~< 
j ~< p -- 1 the diagram (Fig. 8) is commutative. 
di) Tij 
Z Mj / 
(di+l) (d j~)  
i+l ' zJ -1 
d j )  
[i) (di I) (dJ -I) (dj) 
X ~ X " X J X 
It] i Idj_l 
FIG. 8. The commutative diagram for the strongly connected subautomaton of the 
composition of Mj -z  ,..., M i  • 
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We can now construct the z~. For each K E N + let C~c be the initial K-block 
of z' 1 . ~q*ow o.)s(S'l, z'i) = X'. Since z(1 al) is complete and S is strongly connected, 
! ! 
then S is in state s 1 when C K , as a K-block of z(1 d~, appears as input. By the 
commutativity of the preceding diagrams there exist states tid,K of Tid,  mid c 
of Mi ,  Ai. K of Ia~ and s'i, K of S such that the preceding diagrams commute when 
C~c is the input. For each K ~ N + let ~9~K be the set of states indicated above. 
The indexed collection {~ : K ~ N +} must have some such set ~0 appearing 
infinitely often since all automata are finite. Let N o = {K ~ N+: -YK = ~0}. 
Let mi be the state of M i which appears in Sf o , iij the state of Tij that appears 
t p in ~0 and states 2 ,..., sp of S that appear in St o . Now for each K E N o we define 
the initial K-block Ce z of z2 by Ce 2 = ¢Ou1(~ 1 , Cel). Now for each i = 2 ..... 
p -- 1, assuming zi has been defined by CK i, the initial K-Block of Zi+l is defined 
by C~ +1 = OJu~(~i, CKi). Since the diagram commutes for each K~ No, it 
! 
must commute with z~, z2 ,..., z~ in their respective places. 
Now each sequence on the bottom row of the preceding diagrams is the 
sequence on the immediate left delayed by finite delay d i . Hence, for each 
i = 2 ..... p we let 
1"~i-1 d
Zi 
Then because of the delays we have, for i ~- 1,...,p, a state s~ of S such that 
oJs(s~, z'i) = x'. Since the automaton M~ is an equivalence, z~ is equivalent to z'~. 
We now show that no two are ultimately equal. Suppose z~ is ultimately equal 
to zj and i ~ j. Let /~ be the block such that zi =/~z~ and t~j ~ 3T,(ti~, ~). 
o ' C ~ j -1  d Then ¢OT~j(tij , zi) = Czj for some block C, where = 2,k=~ k. Since zi is 
r ultimately equal to z~, we must have Tii = I1~ l . But then z i must be ultimately 
equal to z~. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let S be a complete minimal automaton. Then there are 
integers n and p such that for any complete sequence x and x' 
(i) U[S, x] and U[S', x'] both contain n complete degrees of finite state 
transformability, 
(ii) each complete degree contains p ultimately equal classes, 
(iii) there are p " n = r ultimately equal classes. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let S be a complete automaton and x a complete sequence. 
Then for any integer d U[S, x] = U[S, x(a)]. 
Proof. Clearly y E U(S, x) implies y(a) ~ U(S, x (a)) and so [y] 6 U[S, x(a)]. 
Thus U[S, x] ~ U[S, x(a)]. By Corollary 3.7 equality follows. 
We use the facts developed above to show that, for any two complete sequences 
x and y, U[x] is order-isomorphic to U[y] is order-isomorphic to U[y]. First 
we show that U[x] is countable. 
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THEOREM 3.9. For any Complete sequence x, U[x] is countably infinite. 
Proof. Now [y] >/ [x] if and only if there exist a strongly connected complete 
automaton S, a state so of S and a nonnegative integer d such that ~O(So, y) -~ x la). 
Hence U[x] = {[y]: [y] >/Ix]) = (3 {[y]: y ~ U(S, x(a!), with S complete and 
d e N}. But by Corollary 3.8 U[S, x] U[S, x(a)]. Hence U[x] = (3 {U[S, x]: S 
is complete). By Theorem 2.1, U[S, x] is finite. Since the number of complete 
automata is countable, U[x] is countablel Using the surjectivity of a non- 
equivalent complete automaton T, we can construct an indexed collection 
(y~ : n e N +} of sequences such that 
x<y l<y2<. . .  <Y~<'" .  
Hence U[x] is countably infinite. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let x and y be complete sequences. Then U[x] is order' 
isomorphic to U[y]. 
Proof. As in the proof of 3.9, we have U[x] ~- (J {U[T, x]: T is complete} 
and U[y] = (3 {U[T, y]: T is complete }. Now #(U[T ,  x]) = #(U[T,  y]) and 
the ordering on U[x] is determined by the ordering of the S-levels over x. The 
same is true for U[y]. But by Theorem 3.5 the ordering o f  the S-levels is 
independent of the complete sequence. Hence U[x] is order-isomorphic to U[y]. 
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